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Chapter 2409

Lin Fan’s wanton laughter quietly echoed in the defense zone.

Today, Lin Fan, who has just won the champion of the individual challenge, is in the limelight. Even in
those words, he is full of arrogance. The eyes of everyone in Qinglong are full of contempt and disdain.

It seems that Lin Fan and the others did not take the Qinglong people into their eyes.

However, Denren Ye’s expression suddenly became cold when she heard Lin Fan’s words.

She raised her head, her beautiful eyes looked like ice skates, and stared at Lin Fan in front of her like this:
“So, the injury on my teacher’s body was caused by you?”

“So what?”

“This old thing doesn’t know how to live or die, so he dared to do something to my father.”

“We didn’t kill him, it’s our great kindness.”

“Since he is your teacher and you are a student, shouldn’t you kneel and thank all the flying eagles for not
killing me?”

“Haha~”

Lin Fan put his hands in his pockets and said arrogantly.

In just a few words, the flying eagle members behind them all laughed.

“You, you” Denren Ye was trembling with anger, almost speechless.

And her appearance undoubtedly made Lin Fan even more proud of them.

“What are you?”

“I said Denren Ye, you don’t think you are Captain Qinglong, the jewel in the palm of my Noirfork defense
zone, right?”

“I’m telling you, you are just a bereaved dog now.”

“Now, it is our Flying Eagle who is playing on behalf of the Noirfork Defense Zone!”



“A group of wastes who have been expelled from the defense zone dare to yell at me here?”

“You deserve it too?”

While Lin Fan and the others sneered, Orell Lin on the side, his eyes fell on Mark.

“Smelly boy, last time in the Noirfork defense zone, you killed the instructor of our defense zone, disrupted
the discipline of our defense zone, and the commander was benevolent. You didn’t cure your sins and spare
your life.”

“Unexpectedly, in the past few days, you dare to show up?”

“Why, you don’t know how to repent, and you want to stand up for Qinglong? Help you find a place for
these wastes?”

“I’m telling you, this is no better than Noirfork!”

“Now that the chief instructors of the three major defense zones are all there, tens of thousands of troops are
stationed here, can you not tolerate you in the wild?”

Orell Lin sneered, and threatened Mark coldly.

“Oh?”

“Commander Lin, could it be that this kid is the Chu instructor who was deposed in your Noirfork defense
zone?”

“Isn’t this just a melon baby?”

“I am too young to be my grandson.”

“In other words, such a yellow-haired boy, why do you make him the chief instructor of Noirfork?”

“Isn’t this a nonsense?”

Hearing Orell Lin’s words, Han Pingping looked at Mark while shaking his head and smiling.

Orell Lin sighed, “Who said no?”

“At the beginning I also strongly opposed it, but my military commander did not listen to persuasion, which
made a joke!”

“But fortunately, we reined in in time. Otherwise, Noirfork is afraid that we will make a big joke in this
game.”

However, when Orell Lin and the others were full of sarcasm, Mark, who had been silent for a long time,
looked up at Xia Lu Tianhe’s injuries, immediately raised his head, looked at Orell Lin and others in front of
him, and asked in a deep voice: “Qinglong Did you cancel your qualification to participate?”

“Lu Tianhe, was also injured by you?”



Binghan’s voice didn’t contain any emotions.

The blunt tone is as if he were interrogating a prisoner.

When Han Ping heard this, his brows wrinkled unconsciously and his eyes were full of displeasure.

Chapter 2410

These people are either commanders of the defense zone or instructors of the three services. They are in high
positions, and they are usually admired and respected. For so many years, few people have spoken to them
in such a tone.

Therefore, as soon as Mark’s words fell, Orell Lin furiously scolded, “Presumptuous!”

“Boy, you are a deported person, a bereaved dog, dare to speak to us in such a tone?”

“I really don’t know how high the sky is!”

“Father, what are you talking nonsense with him? This kind of person doesn’t shed tears without seeing the
coffin. Just give him a severe lesson. When I interrupt his dog legs, let him kneel down and confess his guilt
to his father!” At this time, Lin Lin Fan took the initiative to ask Ying to teach Mark a lesson.

While speaking, I saw the only son of Orell Lin and walked to Mark.

He looked at Mark and cursed coldly: “Mark, you killed my instructor Chen, and now you insult my father.”

“Today, we count the old and the new hatred together.”

“Do it.”

Lin Fan said coldly.

“just you?”

“A ant and rat generation dare to provoke my Chu instructor?”

“You deserve it too?”

“If you want to play, I will play with you!”

At this time, I just listened to a sneer. Among the Azure Dragon, Mount Tai stepped on the ground and
leaped away, but he jumped out of the crowd directly and stood in front of Lin Fan.

“Cut~”

However, after seeing Mount Tai, Lin Fandang even laughed out loud.

“A bunch of trash, are you eager to protect the lord?”



“However, I am in a good mood today, I will give you a chance to protect the Lord loyally.”

“Let’s do this, you Qinglong will take it together, and I will save time to deal with them one by one. It’s a
waste of time.”

Lin Fan waved his hand and said generously.

“No need.”

“I am enough to deal with you.”

Tai Shan shook his head and replied in a deep voice.

After that, Taishan’s brows and eyes were immediately cold, and his whole body suddenly exploded. Under
the sturdy body, there is blood tumbling and rushing.

“Hey~”

Upon seeing this, Lin Fan sighed, “Tarshan, I gave you a chance, but you don’t know how to cherish it.”

“In that case, I am blamed Lin Fan for bullying the weak.”

Lin Fan sneered, then stepped on the ground and leapt up.

In just a few breaths, Lin Fan straddled a hundred meters and went directly in front of Mount Tai.

After that, he waved his iron fist, and with the momentum of thunder, he hit Taishan’s chest with a fatal
blow.

Bang~

Sure enough, there was no surprise.

Lin Fan’s punch steadily hit Mount Tai.

When everyone around saw this, they shook their heads and chuckled.

“It looks like the battle is over.”

As the individual champion of this competition, Lin Fan naturally attracted the attention of many people.

Just now, they had seen how powerful Lin Fan’s fists and feet were?

Previously, on the field, no one could hold Lin Fan’s punch.

Therefore, after seeing Taishan being hit by Lin Fan, everyone shook their heads, thinking that the battle
was over and even if Taishan was not dead, his ribs would have to be broken.

However, just as everyone was waiting for Taishan to fall to the ground and groan under Lin Fan’s fist, who
could have thought that on the fist field, Taishan not only showed no pain, but smiled indifferently.



“With this little power, you also want to defeat me?”

When the laughter fell, Tai Shan slapped his backhand and went out.

Pop~

How loud this palm is.

Lin Fan was taken away for several meters like a dog.

“what?”

“How is this possible?”

Seeing the scene before him, everyone present was shocked.

It was Orell Lin, who couldn’t be calm anymore, his old eyes stared hugely.
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